FOG WATCH: USING SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING TO MONITOR THE
WIDESPREAD WINTER FOG OVER SOUTH ASIA
Each year during the winter season (December-January), dense fog engulfs the Indo-Gange c Plains (IGP) in South Asia,
extending over a stretch of 1500 km, for more than a month disrup ng day-to-day life of millions of people living in the IGP.
Increasing air pollu on combined with suﬃcient moisture available due to the passage of frequent north-westerlies favor
fog forma on in this region. Trends in poor visibility suggest a signiﬁcant increase in worsening air quality and foggy days
over the IGP. The persistent and widespread nature of the winter fog is strongly inﬂuenced by the regional meteorology
during winter- me, i.e., a stable boundary layer, cold temperatures, high rela ve humidity, and light winds. The valley-type
topography of the IGP, adjacent to the towering Himalaya, and high concentra ons of pollu on aerosols, further favors the
persistence of hazy/fog condi ons.
At IIT Bombay, we have developed day- me and night- me algorithms to detect and characterize the presence of fog using
op cal and thermal satellite remote sensing measurements. Further, we are extending our algorithm development to
geosta onary satellites, for providing con nuous monitoring of the spa al-temporal varia on of fog. The outputs of fog
detec on algorithm and related products are opera onally disseminated via monitoring system comprises of automated
data transfer and processing architecture, which includes fetching and processing of mul -dimensional and complex
satellite data for fog-relevant feature detec on, as well as the online dissemina on of products. Ongoing and future eﬀorts
include integra on of satellite-based fog products with geospa al layers and query func onali es related to air and rail
transporta on. We an cipate that the ongoing and future development of a fog monitoring system would be of assistance
to air, rail and vehicular transporta on management, as well as for dissemina on of fog informa on to government
agencies and general public.
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